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 Much ink has been spilled trying to describe and define the Holy Trinity. Variously it has 

been summarised as three persons, one God; or a Trinity of persons each defining a 

particular activity or concern of God; or that famous conundrum of equality of status and 

substance despite different activity- the Lord Jesus Christ who is begotten not made, of one 

being with the Father, in union with the Holy Spirit who proceeds from the Father and the 

Son. Familiar creedal words we repeat every Sunday. Indeed, Western Christianity has been 

for centuries preoccupied with such definitions and their significance. One of the early 

Christian Fathers, Gregory of Nazianzus, writes of the triune God: ‘No sooner do I conceive 

of the One than I am illumined by the splendour of the Three; no sooner do I distinguish 

them than I am carried back to the One’. 

 

Of course, such preoccupation with trying thus to define the Trinity is important for the 

exercise and task of theology, but to do so too much means we can lose sight of the wood 

for the trees. All too easily we become embroiled in a discussion which becomes arid and 

meaningless, what Colin Gunton called ‘Piety or theory without point beyond itself’, and the 

Holy Trinity becomes something to be endured rather than enjoyed, tolerated rather than 

treasured, until swiftly we can move on to the safety of the next Sunday, which feels like 

much firmer ground! And that’s a shame, because the Holy Trinity is one of the most rich 

and important doctrines which the Church has, which can inform and deepen our 

understanding of our lives under God. 

 

First and foremost, the Trinity speaks about God’s relational activity- his self- 

communication- a constant movement and dialogue between Father, Son and Spirit. That’s 

important for us because we are relational, reflexive beings who belong to the community 

of the Church. And it’s important for a world which is desperately in need of its own 

theology of difference and division. But if we take interaction and dialogue seriously, then in 

all discussion and exchange there is not only the possibility of agreement for action, but  

often much thought too about the appropriateness and effectiveness of such action. If 

behaviour is to be sensible, just and compassionate and not despotic and totalitarian there 

has to be checks and balances- inhibitors if you like- to relationships to ensure continuity 

and even handedness. Could it be then that the existence and actions of the Holy Trinity 

speak not only about our relationships and empowerment as human beings, but also about 

the containment of God? God’s self-limiting. 
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If you have to limit and contain something, the implication is that if you didn’t, that 

something would swamp and overwhelm you. It would be something uncontrollable and 

impossible to contain- it would go on the rampage, somehow devouring everything in its 

path. No one can doubt the unfathomable power of God- our current knowledge of 

boundaryless space helps us to glimpse even more clearly the awesome, rampant power 

contained in Genesis’ opening words: ‘In the beginning, God created the heavens and the 

earth’. But even here we can detect the caution and guidance of the Trinity in conference, 

the mark of all wise and effective relationships. We are told that God’s spirit was brooding 

over the face of the waters. I’ve always loved that image; if you brood you think don’t you? 

You consider, you cogitate, you hold back before you act. And so the first action of the Holy 

Trinity was love- the creation of the beauty of the earth, and the containment of God’s 

overpowering, unimaginable glory is seen in the simple perfection of a tree, the intimacy of 

a blade of grass, the complexity of a human being- Adam- formed from the simple dust of 

the ground. And all this of course has its climax in the famous verse from John 3v16: ‘God 

loved the world so much that he gave his only Son’. Infinite power, infinite majesty 

delivered through a tiny channel in a stable in Bethlehem. For Mary the power from on high 

will overshadow her, and the Holy Spirit will come upon her. Again the spirit is brooding 

over the face of the waters requiring God, after centuries of planning and building for this 

moment still, to wait upon human biology for the appearance of the Saviour. 

 

If anything of this is true it means that there is an indissoluble relationship between 

containment and glory, and this relationship lived and experienced between Father, Son and 

Spirit is the inspiration for, and is at the heart of, everything God does in and with his 

creation. And in Jesus, the pioneer and perfector of our faith, the loving work of the creator, 

guided and controlled by the spirit, continues. It’s not enough that five loaves and two fish 

become enough to feed five thousand; there are twelve baskets of food left over. It’s not 

enough that the wedding guests have their wine replenished; six stone water jars each 

holding thirty gallons of water become full of wine to the brim. It’s not enough that Jesus 

tells his disciples of the importance of loving one another. The Master, he who flung the 

stars into space, divests himself of his clothes, wraps himself with a towel and washes his 

disciples’ feet. An action described and defined in John’s Gospel, ‘Love one another, as I 

have loved you’.  

 

But what can this view of the Holy Trinity tell us about our Christian lives? Well, simply this; 

that if there is a relationship between containment and glory, between rampage and 

restriction, then containment and glory are essential, intertwined elements in our progress 

towards the Kingdom of God. That we, as frail and as trapped as we are in our weak, sinful 

state need too a vision of glory as we walk along the road. Perhaps for us it works the other 

way; not glory contained, but glory perceived through containment. We need a reminder 
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that under God the impossible is possible, that despite our flawed, damaged and often 

violent relationships which imprison us, there can still be a Pentecost where communication 

despite different languages is possible, that submerged voices from the margins will 

prophesy boldly, and closed eyes will be opened. St. Paul told the Christian Church in 

Corinth that ‘The Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God’. It is from those depths 

that we get a love which is inexpressible and unimaginable; but it is through caution and 

containment engendered by that dialogue within the Holy Trinity that we are able to give 

that love understanding, and a home. 

 

 

 

 

 


